The failure to make explicit two different notions of subtype, a subtype as inclusion notion originally proposed by Goguen and a subtype as implicit conversion notion originally proposed by Reynolds, leads to unsatisfactory situations in present approaches to subtyping. Here, it is argued that choosing either notion at the expense of the other would be mistaken and limiting, and a framework is proposed in which two subtype relations T < T 1 (inclusion) and T <: T' (implicit conversion) are distinguished and integrated. Part I generalizes the first-order equational logic with subtypes as inclusions and overloaded function symbols from its usual set-theoretic semantics to a categorical semantics in the style of Lawvere. This provides a much more general notion of model and supports interpretations of a logic with subtypes in any category having a suitable canonical notion of subobject. Soundness and completeness of the logic in the categorical setting are proved, and the classifying category of a theory, which is the initial model in this context, is constructed in detail. The adjunction between theory presentations and model categories is also proved, shedding light on subtleties of operation overloading not present in the unsorted and many-sorted cases. AH this sets the stage for the higher-order categorical semantics of subtypes developed in Part II.
Introduction
Two seminal papers on the semantics of subtypes by Goguen [10] and by Reynolds [30] appeared at the end of the 1970s. Although the approaches had some formal similarities and shared a common algebraic viewpoint, the intuitions that they formalized were different, namely:
1. a subtype as inclusion notion in the paper by Goguen, and 2. an implicit conversion (or coercion) notion in the paper by Reynolds.
The first intuition has been vigorously pursued and further developed by a number of authors in a first-order context in works such as [9, 11, 28, 15, 24] ; this intuition has led to the design of functional programming languages [8, 12, 16] and of languages that combine functional programming with relational, object-oriented, and concurrent programming [13, 32, 14, 22] . The second intuition has also been the subject of vigorous research in a higher-order context; since the appearance of early papers such as [26, 2, 31] much has been done by a variety of authors. In addition, languages supporting these notions such as Fun [4] and Quest [3] have been designed; also, these ideas will influence future versions of other existing functional languages such as ML [25, 33] .
However, these two lines of work have had very little mutual interaction, and-with a few exceptions 1 -almost nothing has been done to compare their relative strengths and weak-410 Inclusions and Subtypes I nesses. We are convinced that much can be gained, by way of mutual enrichment, from such a comparison, and this work should be seen as an initial step in this direction. 2 Specifically, we argue that neither of these two intuitions is by itself sufficient to provide a fully satisfactory semantics for subtypes, and propose a semantic framework in which both intuitions can coexist and can be rightfully distinguished.
For example, one of the nicest features of the 'subtype as inclusion' notion is that it is completely safe to move data and perform operations up and down the subtype hierarchy so that for all purposes we can ignore what type we are at This subtype notion is probably the most natural and the most widely held, and agrees perfectly well with traditional practice and notation in mathematics, where we can, for example, add the number 3 to the complex expression (-i) *i and then evaluate the whole expression to the natural number4, or we can instead first evaluate (-t) * i to 1 and then add the natural numbers 3 and 1 to get 4 as a result. This safety in moving data up and down is guaranteed by the following 'no loss of information' axiom: ifr<r', Vi,y:T x = T y <=*> x = T > y which is typically implicit in treatments such as [15] , where the equality relation is defined independently of particular typings.
By contrast, such safety is not possible in the implicit conversion approach, for which the above axiom fails even in the case where the subtype relations on basic types are all inclusions. This can be illustrated by the rule for function spaceŝ ' (T> => p) < (r => p') originally due to Reynolds [30] , which appears in all higher-order approaches to subtyping that we are aware of. Consider, for example, basic types 2 and 3, with constants 1, 2 of type 2 and 1, 2, 3 of type 3, and a subtype inclusion 2 < 3, and consider also a basic type 1R of reals. Then, in any reasonable semantic category, be it sets (intuitionistic or not), topological spaces or whatever, we can apply the above rule with r = 2, T 1 = 3, and p = p' = 1R to get (3 => IR) < (2 => IR).
What the above rule then tells us is that the three-dimensional Euclidean space is, in this approach, a subtype (!) of the two-dimensional Euclidean space. By 'subtype' here, something very different from a type inclusion is meant. The actual meaning is that the inclusion j : 2 <-> 3 induces a restriction function
(J => IR) : (3 => IR) -• (2 => IR)
which is nothing but the projection of a point in three space to its first two coordinates in the x, y-plane. This implicit conversion of points in three space to points in the plane violates the 'no loss of information' axiom; for example, the points p = (1,1,1) and q = (1,1,2) are such that p ^(3=j.m.) q, but of course p =(2=>IR) q. Therefore, such implicit conversions are unsafe in the sense that, once the conversion has been applied, there is in general no way to recover the original data, because crucial information may have been lost. The extreme case
Inclusions and Subtypes I 411 of information loss is provided by the so called universal type Top, present in many current treatments, which contains any other type r as a subtype r < Top, since Top is interpreted as a terminal object 1, so that x =To P V for arbitrary x,y. Therefore, no information going into Top can ever get out; this suggests the image of a cosmological 'black hole' as a much better intuition for Top than thinking of it as the entire universe. The main point that the above discussion makes clear is that two quite different semantic intuitions are being conflated under the term 'subtype', namely, the inclusion and the implicit conversion notions. We think that it would be a serious mistake to think that one has to choose one of these two notions at the expense of the other; indeed, the above discussion shows that either choice would have undesirable consequences. For example, the nice preservation of information properties of the inclusion notion and the associated intuitions and ease in manipulating data would be lost if we side with implicit conversions; but insisting on inclusions as the only relevant notion would also be undesirable, since we would lose the nice ability supported by the rule (=^) of passing as arguments functions having a bigger domain of definition than strictly required.
Our proposal is to have the best of both worlds by distinguishing both notions syntactically and semantically. In our view, the inclusion notion is the most intuitive, enjoys the nicest properties, and is the one most widely understood by nonspecialists; therefore, we use the name subtypes for types related by inclusions and use the notation r < T 1 only in that case. For the implicit conversion notion we use the terminology generalized subtypes and the notation r <:r l . The two notions are related by the rule
T<T'
which further justifies our choice of terminology. In this way, all the nice advantages of the subtype as inclusion notion can be preserved and can be made explicit in the syntax and the semantics, without losing the additional mechanisms that the implicit conversion notion provides. One immediate benefit of our framework-illustrated in detail in some cases, but also true for other type constructions not explicitly covered in this paper-is the capacity of having more informative rules for the structural subtyping of different type constructions. For example, the rule (=>•) is only valid for the <: relation and a more restricted version is required for the < relation; similarly, rules for records require analogous restrictions. By contrast, structural subtyping rules for products do not require any restrictions for the < relation. Parts I and II of this work develop new logical and semantic foundations for subtypes with the following features:
1. The first-order order-sorted equational logic of inclusive subtypes is generalized to a higher-order version in a conservative way.
Inclusions and Subtypes I
The generalization of the model theory to the higher-order case is carried out in two stages. First, in Part I, the set-theoretic model theory of first-order order-sorted equational logic [15] is generalized to a (still first-order) categorical semantics in a way analogous to Lawvere's functorial semantics for unsorted equational logic [19] . This provides a much more general notion of model and supports interpretations of a logic with subtypes in any category having a suitable canonical notion of subobjecL In a second step, developed in Part II [21] , we generalize our (first-order) categorical semantics to higher order.
As a fruit of these generalizations our notion of subtype as inclusion becomes very general and can be interpreted in many categories, including categories that are essentially 'term models'. The case where the categorical semantics still remains first-order has intrinsic interest both because of the more general notion of models that it makes available, and because of enjoying particularly nice properties such as the existence of a classifying category that is initial among the categorical models, the soundness and completeness of such models, and the subtle way in which overloading of function symbols is reflected in the adjunction between the category of theory presentations and the category of categories serving as models. As in Lawvere's case, the categories in which models are defined have products but, in addition, they have special morphisms corresponding to the subtype inclusions.
Order-sorted algebra
Order-sorted algebra is a very expressive generalization of the usual many-sorted algebra obtained by the introduction of an order relation on the sort set which is interpreted as sort inclusion, and by allowing overloading of operation symbols. In this section we review the basic definitions and results of order-sorted algebra, including signature, algebra, homomorphism, term algebra construction, equational deduction, and soundness, completeness, and initiality theorems. This section is a short summary of the material contained in Sections 2 and 3 of [15] , to which we refer the reader for a detailed treatment, including proofs and aspects not treated here; a more detailed summary of this material appears also in [24] .
We assume that the reader is familiar with usual many-sorted algebra, in particular with the notions of many-sorted signature, algebra, homomorphism and equation (see, for example, [23] ).
Notation: Given a set 5, we use s to denote a sequence si ... s n (n > 0) in 5* whose length n is often clear from the context; the empty sequence is denoted e.
If (5, <) is a poset, the order < is extended componentwise to sequences of the same length in S* and is also denoted <:
si ...s n < n ...r n <=> Si<ri (t = l,...,n).
Given an S-sorted set A = {A, \ s 6 5}, if s = si.. . s n ^ e. we write Ay for A Sl x ... x A Sn , and if s is the empty sequence e, A e is a one point set denoted 1. Analogously, if h is an S-sorted function between S-sorted sets A and B, we write hy for h Sl x... x h Bn : Ay -> By, and h e is id\.
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When the sort poset is clear, we just write £ to denote an order-sorted signature. DEFINITION 2.2 (Goguen and Meseguer [15] ) Let (S, <, E) be an order-sorted signature. An (S, <, H)-algebra A is a many-sorted (5, E)-algebra A (i.e. a carrier set A, for each s € S and a function Ap" : Aj -> A s for each operation symbol a 6 Ej iS ) that satisfies the following monotonicity conditions: When the sort poset is clear, we refer to a (5, <, E)-algebra A as a E-algebra. With these definitions of order-sorted £-algebra and E-homomorphism, we have a category denoted FACT 2.5 Since, by definition, every (S, <, £)-algebra is an (5, E)-algebra and every (5, <, E)-homomorphism is an (5, S)-homomorphism, we have a forgetful functor OSAlg^, -¥ Alg T , where Alg denotes the category of many-sorted E-algebras and E-homomorphisms. When the order in S is the discrete one, i.e. s < s' iff s -s', the above forgetful functor is the identity and we obtain as a special case of the general order-sorted definition the notion of many-sorted algebra and the corresponding category Alg~.
Term algebras and initiality
We construct a term algebra, initial in the category OSAlg~, in the same way that the manysorted term algebra TD is initial in Al DEFINITION 2.6 (Goguen and Meseguer [15] ) Given an order-sorted signature (5, <, £), the order-sorted term algebra 7s is defined as the least 5-sorted family of sets 7E = {7J:,, | s 6 5} that satisfies the following conditions:
1-Es,. Q 7i;, s forse S. 2.7s,, C7E, S < ifs<s'.
414 Inclusions and Subtypes I 3. If a G Ej,, and t, € 7s,,; (i = 1,... ,n), where s = si.. .s n ^ e, then ff(*i,...,*n) eTs,,.
Moreover, for a G E; i# , the function 7£'* : 7E,J -> 7E,» maps ii,... ,*" toa(ti,... ,t n ).
Notice that clause 2 in the above definition corresponds to what is called the subsumption rule in the literature about typed lambda calculi with subtypes [6] .
Obviously, Tj; is an order-sorted algebra. Notice that in general 7s,» is not equal to T^,. or even to (J»'<» ^s.s 1 • A given term in order-sorted algebra can have many different sorts; in particular, ift has sort a, then t has also sort s' for any s' > s. In addition, since an operation symbol a may have different ranks, a term <r(ti,...,t n ) can even have sorts that are not directly comparable. Due to this, the algebra 7K is not initial in general; in order to get initiality, we require the following condition: DEFINITION 2.7 (Goguen and Meseguer [15] ) An order-sorted signature (5, <, E) is regular iff given a G £f , r and s < f in 5* the set of ranks {{q, q) G 5* x 5 | s < q and a 6 £?,?} has a minimum. PROPOSITION 2.8 (Goguen and Meseguer [15] ) Given a regular order-sorted signature (S, <, E), for every term t in 7s there exists a least s G S, called the least sort of t and denoted ls(t), such that t G 7s,»-
If t -o{t\,. ..,<") where ls{U) = u (by induction hypothesis) and a G E Sl ...,",, with r< < Si (J = 1,..., n), the least sort oft is given by q such that (q, q) is the least rank with r< gander G E ?) ,.
• Note that the algorithm given in the above proof does not only give the least sort of a term t but yields also a canonical parsing oft that is the least with respect to a suitable order (each occurrence of an operation symbol a has a least rank with respect to the arguments); see also [18] .
As in the many-sorted case, terms with variables can be seen as a special case of ground terms, by augmenting the signature with additional constants corresponding to the variables: given an 5-sorted family X = {X, \ s G S} of pairwise disjoint sets of variables, disjoint from E, we define the order-sorted signature (5, <, E(X)) by E(A") e , 5 = E 4iJ> U X a and £(-X")s ia = Ej ia for s^e. Note that S(-X) is regular if E is so; in particular, the least sort of a variable is the only sort assigned to it in the set of variables. Then, we can construct as before 7s(x) and, by forgetting about the constants in X, see it as an order-sorted E-algebra denoted Tz(X). THEOREM 2.9 (Goguen and Meseguer [15] ) Given a regular order-sorted signature (5, <, E), an (5, <, E)-algebra A, and an assignment / from X to A (i.e. an 5-sorted function / : X -¥ A), there is a unique order-sorted homomorphism /* : 7sP0 ->• A that extends /, i.e. /*(x) = f a (x) for all x G X s and all s G 5. Therefore, TE{X) is the free order-sorted E-algebra generated by X; in particular, 7E is the initial algebra in OSAlg .
Notation: We are going to adopt the following conventions concerning the representation of sets of variables and terms:
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Equations, satisfaction, and completeness
We consider the notion of equation in the order-sorted setting. In the many-sorted setting, an equation is given by a set of variables and a pair of terms of the same sort. Order-sorted algebra gives us more flexibility, and we require just that the two terms have a common supersort. For this to work properly with respect to equational deduction and satisfaction, we add a coherence condition to order-sorted signatures. DEFINITION 2.10 An order-sorted signature (5, <, E) is locally filtered iff the poset (5, <) is locally filtered, that is, each of its connected components is filtered.
Given a coherent order-sorted signature (5, <, E), a Ti-equation is a triple (x : s, t, t') where x : s is a (finite) set of variables, and t and t! are terms in 7J:(I : s) such that ls(t) and ls(t') are in the same connected component of (5, <). We will denote such an equation by (x :'s)t = t'. Note that, by filteredness, given such an equation there is always a sort s such that t: s and t' : s; if we want to make such a sort explicit we use the notation (x : 5) t = t' : s.
An order-sorted theory consists of a coherent order-sorted signature (5, <, E) and a set F of E-equations. DEFINITION 
(Goguen and Meseguer [15])
A S-algebra A satisfies a E-equation (x :s)t = t' iff f* a t t \(t) = /*,(t-)(*') in A for every assignment / :
This notion is extended in the obvious way to a set F of E-equations and in this case we say that A is a (E, F)-algebra. We denote by OSAlg the full subcategory of OSAlg^ whose objects are the (E, F)-algebras.
Given a set F of E-equations, we write F h (x : s) t = t' to denote that the equation (5 : s) t = t' is derivable from F by means of the following rules of order-sorted equational deduction (in the presentation of these rules, we assume that the order-sorted terms and equations that appear are always well-formed):
Reflexivity:
Congruence:
13 (Soundness and completeness, Goguen and Meseguer [15] ) Given an order-sorted theory (S, <, E,F) and two terms t,t' 6 7E(I : s), the E-equation (x :~3)t = t' is derivable from F iff it is satisfied by every order-sorted (E, F)-algebra.
The completeness part of the above theorem is proved by means of the order-sorted (E, F)-algebra7E,r(^ : s), obtained by quotienting the E-algebra 7E (x : s) through the order-sorted E-congruence =r(j : s) defined by t =r{z-.i) ? iff the equation (x :s)t = t' is derivable from F. An order-sorted Ti-congruence on a S-algebra A is a many-sorted congruence = = {= s | s 6 S} on A (i.e. an 5-sorted equivalence relation preserved by the operations in E) such that if s < s' and a, a' £ A 8 , then a =" a' iff a = e > a'. In the case of ^r(x-.T) this holds because derivability is independent of the sorts. Moreover, we have the following result: THEOREM 2.14 (Goguen and Meseguer [ 15] ) Given an order-sorted theory (S, <, E,F), TE,T{X) is the free (E,F)-algebra generated by X; in particular, 7i;,r(0) is an initial (E, r)-algebra.
The equivalence class of an order-sorted term t(x : s) with respect to the order-sorted con- Supposing that INT is an order-sorted theory specifying the integers as its initial algebra, the following order-sorted theory RAT-a slight variant of one in a more comprehensive example of a number hierarchy from the positive natural numbers to the quaternions in [15] -specifies the rational numbers. We use OBJ notation [12, 16] 
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NzRat NzRat -> NzRat [assoc comm] vars R S : Rat . vars R' S' T': NzRat . eq R / (R' / S') = (R * S') / R' . eq (R / R') / S' = R / (R> * S') . eq (R' • T') / (S J * T') = R' / S' . eq R / 1 = R . eq 0 / R' = 0 . eq R / (-R') = (-R) / R' . eq -(R / R') = (-R) / R' . eq R + (S / R') = ((R * R') + S) / R' . eq R * (S / R') = (R * S) / R' . endo
The initial algebra specified by the order-sorted theory RAT is the rational numbers. This example illustrates the expressiveness of order-sorted algebra, and its flexibility in dealing with partially defined operations. Note that-because of the problem caused by division by zerothis example cannot really be specified satisfactorily in a many-sorted context, where heavy use of hidden operations and error constants is required (see, for example, [7] ). EXAMPLE 2.16 To further illustrate the flexibility of order-sorted algebra in dealing with partial operations, we give two different order-sorted theories specifying lists of numbers. Note that we could use the parameterization mechanisms of OBJ in order to define lists on an arbitrary set of elements (see [16] ).
We consider first a theory in which a subsort NeList of non-empty lists is defined and is used as the arity of the operations head and tail. 
The second order-sorted theory defines supersorts Rat? and List? with error constants, used to give a value to head and tail applied to the empty list. Note the overloading of the operation symbol cons and also that the operations propagate errors. eq head(empty) = rat-error . eq head(cons(R, L)) = R . eq head(list-error) = rat-error . eq tail(empty) = list-error .
eq tail(list-error) = list-error . var R' : Rat? . var L' : List? . eq cons(R', list-error) = list-error . eq cons(rat-error, L') = list-error . endo
The need to write down the equations propagating the error constants makes this specification longer. However, this second technique of adding error supersorts is very general, it can be used even without explicitly introducing error constants (that is, by considering an expression to be an error if the sort of its result is an error supersort), and can be applied more generally than the previous one.
3 Categorical order-sorted algebra Equational logic was the first instance of a categorical logic considered by Lawvere in his doctoral dissertation [19] . Given an unsorted equational theory (E,F), he exhibited a category with finite products £s,r such that (E, r)-algebras A can be put into a bijective correspondence with functors A* : £ E ,r -• Set that strictly preserve products, i.e. chosen products in Cz,v are mapped to cartesian products in Set. This can be generalized to (E, F)-algebras in an arbitrary category with finite products.
The category Cx,r is easy to describe. Its objects are the natural numbers. A morphism [t] : n -> 1 is the equivalence class modulo the equations F of a E-term t whose variables are among x\,...,x n .
A morphism n -> m is an m-tuple of morphisms n -> 1. Morphism composition is term substitution. Lawvere also showed that any category with finite products and with objects the natural numbers such that n is the nth power of 1 is isomorphic to £z t r for some equational theory (E, F). In fact, many equi\alent presentations by operations and equations are possible for the same concept, e.g. groups. What the Lawvere theory provides is a presentation independent description of the concepts and, by taking product preserving functors into Set, also of the models.
The analogous case of many-sorted equational logic was studied by Be"nabou in his diesis [1] . The category C^j is constructed as in the unsortedcase, but now it has as its set of objects the free monoid 5* generated by the set S of sorts. 5 Pitts gives a detailed presentation of this case in [27] together with an extension to higher-order types; he considers the case in which functors preserve the corresponding categorical structure up to isomorphism. This is also the subject of the recent book by Crole on categorical logic [5] . In this section we give a functorial semantics for order-sorted algebra, with functors preserving die categorical structure strictly; in Part II we will extend our categorical treatment to higher-order order-sorted meories.
Algebras, homomorphisms and satisfaction categorically
The first step in this study is axiomatizing the structure that a category C must have in order to be able to define order-sorted algebras inside it. In the many-sorted case finite products are enough; in the order-sorted case we need finite products and, moreover, some special morphisms to interpret die inclusions between carriers.
Notation: Given a category with (chosen) finite products C, Ai x A? denotes the binary product of die objects Ai and A2, and die terminal object in C is denoted 1.
Projections are denoted TTJ : A\ x A 2 -> Ai (t = 1,2). Of course, die product of one object A is itself, and die product of 0 objects is the terminal object 1.
Notice the overloading of die notation (/1,. An inclusion structure in a category C with (chosen) finite products is a subcategory JofC such that 1. J has the same objects as C. 2. All morphisms in J are monomorphisms in C. 3. J is a poset. 4. J is closed under . x ., that is, if j, : A t -> Bi (i -1,2) are morphisms in J, then j\ * J2 : A\ x -^2 -• B\ x JB 2 is also a morphism in J. 6 We call the pair (C,J) a. Pi-category.
The subcategory J equips Ob(C) with an order denoted <j by defining A <j B iff there is a morphism j : A -t B in J. The componentwise extension of this order to tuples of objects of the same length is also denoted <j. EXAMPLE 3.2 There are many natural examples of Pi-categories. The most obvious is the category Set. of sets and functions together with the subcategory Incl whose morphisms are set inclusions; in general, categories of structured sets such as topological spaces, posets, groups, etc. usually have notions of 'substructure' (subspace, subposet, subgroup, etc.) that provide inclusion structures in our sense.
Note also that any category C with finite products has a trivial inclusion structure Id. given by the subcategory whose morphisms are just the identities.
For the rest of this section we fix a Pi-category (C,J).
Given an order-sorted signature (5, <, E), we define a E-algebra in C as follows: DEFINITION 3.3 For (5, <, S) an order-sorted signature, an (5, <, T)-algebra A in C is specified by the following data: [t\A is defined inductively on the structure of t; however, an order-sorted term may have been constructed in many different ways and, therefore, for this morphism to be well defined, we must prove that it is independent of the construction oft. For this we need the regularity condition on signatures which guarantees that t has a least sort ls{t) as well as a canonical parsing (see the proof of Proposition 2.8 and the comments following it). Note also that, although we do not make it explicit in order to ease the notation, the definition of the morphism [t : S]A depends on the list of variables xi : si,..., x n : s n considered. However, it is important to realize that [(] does not depend on the names of the variables x, only on their sorts s, because variables are just projections. DEFINITION 3.6 Given an (S, <, E)-algebra A in C, for (5, <, E) a regular order-sorted signature, the derived operation associated to a E-term t(x\ : s\,..
.,x n : s n ) : s is the morphism [t : S]A :
A S1 x ... x A," -> A, in C defined as follows: In the notation [t : s] A we drop s or A whenever they are clear from the context. Most proofs of the results that follow are by induction on the structure of terms, considering the four cases that appear in the previous definition, but we usually give the calculation just for one or two cases.
If t : s is
The following result expresses the semantic coherence of the possible multiple constructions of an order-sorted term. LEMMA 3.7 Given a E-algebra A in C and an order-sorted E-term t(x : 3),
[t:s] A =[t :ls(t)] A ;A u{t) < a .
Therefore, the meaning of t is independent of the way in which t is constructed as an ordersorted term.
PROOF. If t = Xi and s = Si, we have ls(t) = s and Ai,( t )< a is the identity. If t = a G E eiJt , ls(t) is the least s such that a £ E ff)J , and then

[t : s] = ()A T \A%'> = () Ar ;A c a ' l >^;A ls{lT) < a = [t : ls(t)];A lt(t) < t , because of the monotonicity condition in the definition of E-algebra. If t : s < s\ note that >!/»(()<,; A t <,< = A[,( t )<,' because J is a poset. If t = u(ti,.. ,,t n )
where/s(tj) = n and a e E SJ . ..»",, with T\ < S, (i = 1,. ..,n), then ls(t) = q such that (q, q) is the least rank with a G E^, g and r < q. In this case, by the induction hypothesis and J being a poset, we have The following proposition shows that substitution of terms corresponds to composition in the category. 
PROOF. Iff = Xi , [f(t/x)] = [U] = {[h],..., [«"]}; m = ([hi..., [t n ]>; [t]
The cases £' = a € S e ,y and t' : s" < a' are similar. Iff = a(*i,..., ti) where t'i-.qi (i = 1, ...,*) and a e E,,...,^, ; Ay' = (iti],-.-,[tn]y,([t' 1 ) Now, we define the notion of satisfaction in this general categorical setting. From now on, our order-sorted signature (5, <, E) is assumed to be coherent DEFINITION 3.10 Given an (5, <, E)-algebra A in C, for (5, <, E) a coherent order-sorted signature, A satisfies a E-equation (x : s) t = t', denoted A (= (x : s) t = t', iff
for a a common sort of t and t' (that exists by Definition 2.11 of equation).
The notion of satisfaction defined above is independent of the common sort of t and t' considered.
PROOF. Assume that s and s' are both common sorts of t and t'; then, since 5 is locally filtered and s, s' are in the same connected component, there is an/ 6 S such that s < s" and s' < s". Given an order-sorted theory (5, <, E, F), we denote by OSAlg(C, J) the full subcategory of OSAlg(C, J) whose objects are the (S, r)-algebras in C, i.e.,' E-algebras in C that satisfy all the equations in I\ It is clear that OSAlg^ _ = OSAlg(Set, Incl)^, ". PROOF. The soundness of the Reflexivity and Symmetry rules is obvious, and that of the Transitivity rule is also trivial once one considers a common sort for t, t' and t".
For 
Given Pi-categories (C,J) and (C',J'), a product and inclusion preserving functor, or for short a Pi-functor, F : (C, J) -• (C, J') is a functor F :
C -> C that preserves finite products 'on the nose' 8 and such that F(J') C J', i.e. if j is a morphism in J then F(j) is a morphism in J'.
We denote by PI((C,J), (C',J')) the category whose objects are Pi-functors between (C, J) and (C,,/') and whose morphisms are natural transformations between such functors. 
[t]F'A = ([tl]F-A,...,[tk]F-A)\(F*A)Z>' = F(lt] A ). I
As an easy consequence of this lemma, the functor F* preserves satisfaction: PROPOSITION 3.17 If F :
is a S-algebra in C, and (i : s) t = t' is a E-equation, then A \= (if : s) t = t' implies F*A (= (x :
3) t = t'. Therefore, given an order-sorted theory (5, <, S, T), the functor Let (C, J) and (C, J') be two Pi-categories and A a (E, r)-algebra in C. Then, the assignments
PROOF. We have already seen that these assignments are well defined, and it is obvious that identities and composition are preserved by the second assignment. I
This proposition shows how any order-sorted (E, F)-algebra A in any Pi-category (C, J) gives rise to a functor
A* : PI((C,J),(C' t J')) -> OSAlg(C',J\ x ;
this functor transforms Pi-functors C -> C into algebras in C and natural transformations into homomorphisms. We are interested in the case in which this correspondence is bijective, so that we can identify algebras with Pi-functors and homomorphisms with natural transformations: DEFINITION 3.20 Given an order-sorted theory T = (5, <, E, F), a Pi-category (C, J) is called a classifying category of T if there is a E-algebra G in C, called a generic algebra, such that for any PIcategory (C, J') the functor
G* : PI((C,J),(C',J')) -• OSAlg(C\J') Tr
is an isomorphism. PROPOSITION 3.21 If two Pi-categories (C, J) and (C, J'') are classifying categories for an order-sorted theory (5, <, E, F), with corresponding generic algebras G and G', then there is a Pi-functor F : C -> C which is an isomorphism and such that F*G = G'.
PROOF. By definition of classifying categories, we have isomorphisms G#: PI((C,J),(C',J')) -> OSAlg(C',J') Tr G'#: PI((C',J'\(C,J)) -• OSAlgjCJ^j.
Therefore, there exist Pi-functors F : C -> C and H : C -> C such that G*(F) = G' and G'*(H) = G, respectively; equivalently, F*G = G' and H*G' = G. Then,
and hence F;H= \c because G # is an isomorphism. Analogously H;F= \c> and the functor F is an isomorphism. I Therefore, taking into account the uniqueness up to isomorphism of classifying categories and generic algebras for a theory T, we can talk about the classifying category of T, denoted CT, and the generic algebra of T, denoted Gr-
Inclusions and Subtypes I All THEOREM 3.22 {Existence of classifying categories for order-sorted theories)
Given an order-sorted theory T .= (S, <, E, F), there exist a classifying category CT and a generic algebra Gr-PROOF. 1. The category CT is constructed as follows:
Objects: Formal finite products of elements of S; therefore, the set S x of objects is defined inductively by (a)5C5 Thus, if we forget the names of the variables used to write down the terms, a morphism a -> s corresponds to an equivalence class [t] in 7s,r(ic : r) together with the specification of its domain a and codomain 5. Abusing notation, we will also use [t] to denote the equivalence class of t with respect to the above equivalence relation, i.e. as a morphism in Crib) For each a E S*, there is a unique morphism a -> 1, denoted (). In particular, if" /3 = 1, the corresponding projection is (). Inclusion structure: Morphisms in JT are generated from () : 1 -f 1 and
[x(x : s)] : s -I r
with s < r by the operation _ x . on morphisms (that of course can be defined in terms of (., _), composition and projections). It is straightforward to prove that the previous construction defines a Pi-category. A point that deserves to be mentioned is that, in order to show that the morphisms in JT are monomorphisms, we use the fact that derivability of an equation (x : s) t = t' is independent of the sorts considered for t and t'.
The generic algebra Gx is defined by:
(a) (G T ). = s. : s) a(x\,.. ., x n ) = a(xi,..., x n ) which is obvious by the Reflexivity rule. It is also easy to see that [t(x : 5) : S]G T =[']:«iX...xs n -y s, by induction on the structure of t, and therefore Gr is a (E, F)-algebra.
The monotonicity condition reduces to F I-(x
We define a functor )^r -> PI{{C T ,J T ),{C,J)).
Givena(E,r)-algebraBinC,theassociatedfunctorB* : CT -> C is defined as follows: (a) B*(s) = B,.
Inclusions and Subtypes I 429 Since B is a (E, r)-algebra, B* is well defined on morphisms. Moreover, by Definition 3.6, Proposition 3.8 and naturality of II, B* is a Pi-functor CT -> C. Given a homomorphism h : B -t C between the (E, F)-algebras B and C, we define a natural transformation h' between B* and C* by
It is indeed a natural transformation because of Lemma 3.9 and naturality of the isomorphism n. It is also obvious that (.)* is a functor. Thus, after this result we can identify order-sorted algebras with Pi-functors and homomorphisms with natural transformations, in exactly the same way that Lawvere did for unsorted equational logic. Indeed, following the remark in Fact 2.5, when the order in 5 is the discrete one, we get as a special case the corresponding classifying category and generic algebra for a many-sorted theory.
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The first benefit of this functorial semantics for order-sorted algebra is an easy completeness result We have already seen a soundness result in Proposition 3.13. Completeness is an easy consequence of the existence of classifying categories and generic algebras: 
Adjunction between theories and categories
Given a Pi-category (C, J), is there an order-sorted theory T such that C is (equivalent to) the classifying category of T? The answer to this question is affirmative, provided that the category C is small, i.e. its collections of objects and morphisms are sets (because we are assuming that the collections of sorts 5 and of operation symbols E for a theory T are sets), and that the subcategory J as a poset is locally filtered (because J will determine the order on the sort set). However, for this assignment to be functorial, the operation overloading that plays an important role in the expressiveness of order-sorted algebra must be taken into account and this requires a somewhat more subtle treatment Our solution is based on the idea that overloading depends on a specific viewpoint and is in no way intrinsic at the semantic level; therefore, in order to take overloading into account in the passage from categories to theories, we must provide it explicitly, in the sense of Definition 3.27 below. First we need the following auxiliary definitions that provide at the semantic level the property corresponding to the syntactic condition of regularity on order-sorted signatures. DEFINITION 3.25 Given a category with products C, we denote by / : A\ x ... x A n -> B or /AJ A n a morphism in C together with a decomposition of its domain as a product of n factors Ai,...,A n . We denote by DMor(C) the collection of such morphisms with decomposed domains.
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Of course, each morphism / : A -* B in C has at least one factorization of its domain as a unary product; but, if its domain has more than one possible factorization, then the morphism with each decomposition will provide different elements of DMor(C).
As already explained in Definition 2.7, an order-sorted signature (S, <, E) is regular iff each (overloaded) operation symbol a € E satisfies the property that if a £ Er, r and s < f in S* then the set of ranks {(q, q) G 5* x 5 | 5 < q and a € E^,,} has a minimum; in this case, we can say that a satisfies the regularity condition, or that a is regular. Of course, a signature is regular iff each operation symbol in it is regular. The following definition captures semantically the syntactic notion of a regular overloaded operation symbol. DEFINITION 3.26 Given a small Pi-category (C, J), a family of morphisms T C DMor(C) is regular iff it satisfies the following conditions: Note that a family that is either empty or of cardinality 1 is always regular. DEFINITION 3.27 Given a small Pi-category (C, J), a labelling for it is given by a set E and a function / : DMor(C) -> S such that for each a & E the family l~1(cr) of morphisms is regular. A small Pi-category (C, J) such that J is locally filtered together with a labelling / for it is called an LPI-category. A morphism H between two order-sorted theories T = (5,<,S,r)andT ; = (S',<',E',r') consists of 1. a monotone function H : (S, <) -> (S 1 , <'), whose extension to 5* is also denoted H,
such that, if (i : s) t = t' is an equation in T, the equation (x : H(l)) H(t) = H(t')
is derivable from P, where i?(t) denotes the 'renaming' oft induced by H. 10 Notice that if a is an overloaded operation in E, then H(a) is also overloaded in E'; therefore, the renaming induced by H is well defined.
Inclusions and Subtypes I 433 FACT 3.30 The condition on morphisms between order-sorted theories gives:
r\-(x:a)t = t' => r't-(x:H(s))H{t) = H(t').
In this way we have a category denoted OSTh. 
This defines a category denoted LPICat. The construction of the classifying category C? for an order-sorted theory T is free with respect to the functor T_ : LPICat -> OSTh. Therefore, we have a functor that is left adjoint to T_.
PROOF. First, given an order-sorted theory T = (S, <, S, T), we need to provide a labelling for (CT, JT) in order to make it an object of the category LPICat. ([t] ai ,...,<*") = {[£]ai,...,a n } which is also a regular family because it is of cardinality 1.
We have a theory morphism (which will be the unit of the adjunction) N : T -> Tc T defined as follows:
First, a sort s £ S is an object of CT, and therefore also a sort iri Tc T ; thus, N maps s to s and trivially preserves the order < in 5.
Second, if a G £«,...«",«, we have the morphism [<T(II, ... ,x n )] : si x ... x s n -> s in CT and a corresponding operation symbol a with rank (s\... s n , s) in the signature of Tc TThus N maps a to a.
Given an order-sorted term t(x : s) : s, it is straightforward to prove by induction on the structure of t that The idea of this discussion is to point out that for disambiguated theories we do not need the notion of labelling for a Pi-category. It is very easy to prove the following result, which shows how any Pi-category has a trivial labelling. PROPOSITION 3.36 If PICat denotes the category of small Pi-categories with a locally filtered inclusion structure as objects and Pi-functors as morphisms, we have a projection functor P : LPICat -> PICat that maps (C, J, I) to (C, J) and (F, <j>) to F.
Then, the functor R : PICat -> LPICat that maps (C, J) to (C, J,id : DMor(C) -4 DMor(C)) andFto(F,0) with 0(/AI AJ = F(f)F(Ai),...,F(A n ) is left adjoint to P. FACT 3.37 If we forget the labelling for (£r, JT) defined in the proof of Theorem 3.33, we get a functor C'_ : DOSTh -»• PICat.
On the other hand, forgetting everything about regular families and labellings in Theorem 3.28 (equivalently, considering the trivial labelling defined in the previous proposition), we obtain a functor T : PICat -> DOSTh. 
